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QUEENS’ GARDENS



Waikoloa Queens’ Gardens……Waikoloa Queens’ MarketPlace……The Big Island
of Hawaii’s newest cultural creations

A place for families, a place for entertainment, a place for romance, a place for fun, a place
for Aloha!

Three spectacular concepts intertwined on 28 acres of fun, serenity, culture, fun,
entertainment, fun, shopping, restaurants, did I mention fun…..and much much more……….

Waikoloa Cultural Gardens, where the story of Hawaii’s melting pot is told through a
meandering trail of lush landscaping and treasures of the cultures…..the diverse ethnic
groups that immigrated to Hawaii hundreds of years ago…..their stories of why Hawaii was
so appealing.  Their contributions to Hawaii’s food, music, traditions and much much
more……..

Waikoloa Queens’ Gardens, where entertainers will dazzle audiences for years to come.
From famed entertainers to Hawaii’s own, the stage will light up with song and
dance…………whether it is a concert for Island residents or a hotel incentive group gig, the
Queens’ Gardens will showcase why Hawaii is the host culture of this magnificent botanical
Garden.

With a annual event …..an International Hula Festival choreographed by Nani Lim-Yap
bringing over 3,000 hula dancers from Japan, competing against Merrie Monarch
 winners and qualifying halau from the mainland………the magic is sure to shine
brightly over the mystic Hawaiian skies.

Waikoloa Queens’ MarketPlace, 135,000 square feet of upscale retail, restaurants and
services to complete the community we all know and LOVE as Waikoloa Beach Resort.  The
20,000 square foot gourmet grocery store will be Hawaii island’s first taste of what the
mainlanders and international visitors expect.  There will be an entertainment coronation
pavilion set amongst the common area where local keiki halau and kupuna alike will show
their graceful moves while shoppers and diners meander through the unique boutiques and
name brand retailers.

………….the dawning of The Big Island of Hawaii’s newest shopping, dining and
entertainment extravaganza and the place your families next memories will be created.





Waikoloa Cultural Gardens, where the story of Hawaii’s melting pot is
told through a meandering trail of lush landscaping and treasures of the
cultures…..the diverse ethnic groups that immigrated to Hawaii hundreds
of years ago…..their stories of why Hawaii was so appealing.  Their
contributions to Hawaii’s food, music, traditions and much much
more……..



The botanical gardens are being created to
focus on the uses and opportunities that will
abound Waikoloa with this great new facility.
The excitement of an outdoor ballroom has
stirred up the chatter from the most over
worked Sales Managers of the busiest hotels
to the nice and tidy Public Relations enthusi-
asts sitting on the side lines.

What we all need to keep dreaming about is what’s next..............

Let’s take a journey of the possible........

Visitors enter a beautiful garden area with a
beautiful Hawaiian woman mingling and
spreading her Aloha.  There is breathtaking
signage with information regarding the many
facets of Hawaiian flora and fauna found at
Waikoloa Cultural Gardens.

We know today’s travelers are savvy and yearning
for more information.  Let’s give it to them.
Why not make Waikoloa Cultural Gardens “the”
hot spot on the Big Island.  The goal we set for
ourselves should be to carry out the Waikoloa
Foundation mission statement.  Let’s give them
Hawaiian culture, history, flora and fauna.
How???  Let’s take a journey.

Guided Tour



The first area on the self guided tour are
several rows of macadamia nut trees.
There is a short history of when the trees
were first introduced to the Big Island,
what the industry does for the growers
of the Big Island and then the process of
harvesting and drying is shared.  Of
course, then the tasting takes place.
(I bet Mauna Loa Macadamia Nut Co.
would be very interested in sponsoring
this.)

The next stop on the walk is a taro patch
(under water) and the history of kalo on the
Big Island.  Perhaps some information about
Waipio Valley and the actual harvesting of the
kalo.  And of course there would need to be
the raw plant for everyone to touch and a poi
pounder actually making poi ending with
sampling and perhaps purchasing some to
take home.

Guided Tour



Guided Tour

Join us as we take a trip to the differents parts of the world...

Polynesians

800 AD - 900 AD Polynesian
voyagers from the Western
Pacific are believed to have
reached Hawai`i.  They were
probably Polynesian fishermen,
or perhaps defeated warriors
whose canoes were drawn
hopelessly northwind into unfamiliar waters.  They arrived by a
combination of extraordinary good luck and an uncanny ability
to sail and navigate without instruments, using the sun by day
and the moon and rising stars by night.

Today the Hawaiians host culture flourishes through language,
dance and song.  Recognizing that native Hawaiians are the host
culture, most citizens of Hawai`i respect the Hawaiian culture
and  recognize the need for it to play a special role in Hawai`i.
Many citizens of Hawai`i of other ethnicity participate in the
cultural traditions of the Hawaiians, such as hula halau, the mele,
the music and the language.



The next encounter would be coffee trees.  Again,
history of when coffee trees were introduced to the
Big Island and how the industry impacts the economy
of the Big Island.  A brief explanation of the process
from harvesting to drying would be fantastic and a
taste of this fine beverage would definitely be
a treat.

Moving through the lush greenery
would lead to an area where orchids
abound and the story of how the Big
Island obtained it’s nickname of the
Orchid Isle.  The history of when the
orchid came to the Big Island and
perhaps the difference between
indigenous and endemic might be
appropriate.

Guided Tour



Guided Tour

The next pathway would showcase the first Chinese
immigrants arrived from  Amoy on January 3, 1852.

About 175 field hands and 20 houseworkers came to
Hawai`i.  They had a reputation of being hard, reliable
workers.  On the plantation, they started working at
5 a.m.  Their bosses or luna would ship them if they
slowed down for no reason or if they were not working.

The early settlers came individually as crew
members aboard British and American
ships, but after Hawai`i passed its servants
act in 1850, some 200 Chinese men became
the first organized shipment here, leaving
behind homeland turmoil in 1852 to board
the Thetis.

They earned free passage, $3 a
month, room and board in
exchange for a five-year labor
contract.



Perhaps the next stop could be a cluster
of banana trees with the story of Ali`i
forbidding anyone except the Queen,
the luxury of tasting bananas.  Should
we offer a banana to the tour goers
knowing the penalty?  Oh that was in
days gone by, not now!

Next on the journey would be an
herb garden.  Yes, Hawai`i has
many herbs that are very unique
to the culinary dishes that our
regional cuisine Chefs prepare.
There could be some wonderful
stories developed by the Chefs
we all know and love.  Imagine
explaining to the affluent visitor
that the dish they order for din-
ner this evening “IF” ordered at
a restaurant in Waikoloa Beach
Resort would have found their
Chef harvesting herbs from this
very spot!  That would be a
touch of class that no one else
could acclaim.

Guided Tour



Guided Tour

Around the next corner you will learn that in 1906 the first 15 Filipino male  im-
migrants arrived in Hawai`i.  They hoped to return to their homeland wealthy.
Most Filipinos were reluctant to come to Hawai`i because they regarded labor as
undignified and unprofitable. In the Philippines they were under Spanish rule and
the Spainards forced labor and exploited Filipino workers and gave them meager
earnings.  Even as late as 1946, there were as many as 7,361 workers still migrating
to Hawai`i believing that they would become rich.

The Filipinos were very hard working .  They had goals to earn enough money to
return to their homeland, many were able to accomplish this task.  On the planta-
tions, the Filipinos followed their customs very closely because they had difficulty
communicating with other ethnic groups.  They were taught to have deep respect
for their elders.

Filipinos are known for their food.  Some of these include:  pancit (noodles),
kangkanen (sweetcakes), chicken adobo (chicken in vinegar) and lumpia (egg
rolls). Sampaguita Flower



Moving on there could be a pineapple patch
explaining how Hawai`i prospered with the many
acres across the islands.  Was the Big Island
ever a part of this commercial era?  Let’s find
out!!!

Then sugar cane.  We know the
Hamakua Coast was the hot spot of
the Big Island for many years with
C&H Sugar.  When did sugar cane
come to the Big Island?  When did
it leave?  What were the good as-
pects?  What were the bad?  Let’s
get the facts straight and enlighten
all who may wonder.

Guided Tour



Guided Tour

Next on our journey we would learn why
the first Japanese here were believed to have
been shipwrecked sailors, the first contract
laborers of 140 men, six women and two chil-
dren came in 1868.  Then between 1886 and
1924 180,000 immigrants came to Hawai`i.
They initally came to work in Hawai`i for a
short time and were told that they would be
able to return to Japan as wealthy men.  They
were impressed by the many stories they were
told about how beautiful Hawai`i was and that
they would be working in a tropical paradise all
year long.  Some even believed that there were
money trees and that some roads were paved
in gold.  But the reality was that

over half of the immigrants returned to their homeland because of the cruel plantation life.
It turned out to be brutally had work, the living conditions were primitive and they were
treated very harshly by the overseers and owners.
Through their customs and traditions, the
Japanese have enriched the lives of the local
people.  For example, leaving slippers and
shoes outside of the home before entering is a
custom that has been adopted by other races
in Hawai`i.  Colorful dolls on Girl’s day and
the bright, flying paper carps on Boy’s Day
are still seen in Hawai`i.  In the summer, the
O-Bon festival has dancers dressed in bright
kimono.  The dance tells the story of the lives
of Japanese famous heroes, farmers, or fish-
ermen.  On New Year’s Day friends and relatives visit and enjoy food and company.  This
“open house” has been a local Japanese custom.



Guided Tour

Around the next corner you will learn that from 1901-1905 about 7,000 Koreans came to
Hawai`i as immigrant workers. In 1974 there were about 15,000 Koreans in Hawai`i.
Since 1968-1973 about 3,712 more Koreans immigrated to Hawai`i. They were met on
the docks by the plantation bosses and assigned to different work areas. The Caucasian
bosses respected the Korean workers as they worked very hard and were  not afraid to
work. They worked hard because they wanted to earn enough to return to Korea with
wealth. The other workers were amazed by the attitude the Koreans displayed along with
the strength and stamina they faithfully demonstrated in the hot sugar cane fields. They
were the fastest and steadiest contract workers earning good salaries. On the plantations
many Koreans became loyal, dependable lunas. Koreans did not stay in one area too
long. On Kauai, some of the small towns they moved into were: Hanapepe, Makaweli,
Kekaha, and Waimea.

Stuffed

Whole

Hot Water

Relish

Koreans



Guided Tour

Then...between 1878 and 1887, ships brought
nearly 12,000 Portuguese to Hawai`i. The
Planters Society, predecessor to the Hawaii
Sugar Planters Association, secured workers
from Madeira and the Azores. Unlike the single
men from China, the Portuguese  laborers’
contracts included wives and families, which
provided more stability.

When Hawai`i became a territory, U.S. laws
which banned Asians from becoming citizens
caused Hawa`ii to look to Portugal and Spain.
Enhanced deals included land, a house and
better working conditions. The Portuguese
became the luna — plantation foremen — and
settled here, while Spaniards generally moved
on to California. The most well known fact is
that the Portuguese Paniolo, (Hawaiian cow-
boys) originated the cattle industry for Hawaii.

The Portuguese introduced the `ukulele to
Hawai`i. This guitar-like instrument, the
`ukulele, is still used today. The brand name,
Kamaka, is very popular and people who want
to buy it many times go on waiting lists.

Portuguese bean soup is still favorite today. The Portuguese  also brought delicious treats
such as malasadas, (Portuguese donuts), and tasty sausages. All of these scrumptious
foods are still chosen today for meals and snacks.

Malasadas
Portuguese Bean Soup

Portuguese



If you can close your eyes and dream, this lush landscape is not only tranquil and
serene, but tells the story of this island, The Big Island.  Make the Waikoloa Cultural
Gardens the MUST SEE place for all to visit!

We will work hard to have samples of both beach
and mountain naupaka and tell EVERYONE our
story of two lovers.  What our logo means and what
Pele did to those two wonderful young people.

Guided Tour



Waikoloa Queens’ Gardens, where entertainers will dazzle audiences for
years to come.  From famed entertainers to Hawaii’s own, the stage will
light up with song and dance…………whether it is a concert for Island
residents or a hotel incentive group gig, the Queens’ Gardens will
showcase why Hawaii is the host culture of this magnificent botanical
Garden.



Hawaiian Hula and Mele

Lauhala and palm frond to create beautiful crafts and mats.   Afternoon offerings are
Hawaiian language, music and  chanting.  A highlight of the festival is Hawaiian
entertainment by Alohi Productions - Na Lehua E Liko No Ka Wailani.  You are sure to
enjoy this very entertaining  halau that will tell you the  history of  hula.

Morning sessions will
include men’s hula,
woman’s hula and
keiki hula.  Many Craft
booths will also be  set
up to teach the ancient
Hawaiian arts including
lei-making, feather
crafting and Ipu making.
You will learn how the
ancient Hawaiians used

The first annual Waikoloa Ho`olaule`a will be held on at the Waikoloa Cultural
Gardens celebrating Hawaiian culture.  A full day is planned beginning at
11:00 am until 8:00 pm.  The event begins with Hawaiian Myths, enjoy the very
interesting stories from them and learn about the many myths and legends of the
islands.  Following the “talk story” some of the islands’ best-known kumu hula (hula
masters) will be teaching.



Princess Keikilani Kainoa
Waikoloa Beach Marriott

Escort Neil Wehrsig
Shores at Waikoloa

For the past 8 years Waikoloa Beach Resort has
been a part of the Merrie Monarch Parade by
entering a Pa`u Unit.

The commitment is to represent each island of the
Hawaiian islands in consecutive years.  The flowers
and colors change from year to year depending on
which island the Pa`u Unit is representing.

For the past 8 years, Princess Keikilani Kainoa has
represented Waikoloa Beach Resort at the annual
Merrie Monarch Parade and has won the Merrie
Monarch’s Outstanding Princess Award several
times.

In 5 of the 8 years, Waikoloa Beach Resort’s Pa’u
Unit has won Merrie Monarch’s Outstanding Unit.
For 3 years they were awarded best “Pooper
Scooper” Award. Representing the Island of Mau’i

Representing the Island of Lana’i w/ Pa’u Unit



Korean Day Festival is celebrated annually to perpetuate the Korean culture and commemorate Korean
immigration.  This fun-filled event is lined up with great entertainment and wide selections of Korean food
samplings.  The main attraction of this event is the Korean parade that showcases local and citywide
organizations.

Stuffed Cucumber

Whole Radish

Hot Radish Water

Relish Water



KUNG HEE FAT
CHOY!  Join the
celebration as
we ring in the
New Year with
the lion dancing

to the beat of drums, clashing symbols, and
firecrackers, bestowing good health and
prosperity, and warding off evil omen and
spirits.



Obon Dance
& Festival

The season of remembrance of those that
passed on, commonly referred to as the

Feast of Lanterns,
celebrated with
taiko drummers,
bon dancers and
lighted lanterns.

Obon Dance
& Festival



F i l i p i n o
F e s t i v a l

Filipino Chamber of
Commerce of Hawaii

At this annual event, you will experience
the sharing and teaching of the history and
cultural experience of the Filipinos in a
multi-ethnic community.



D   YAP   R   U   U   SO   T   G   E   E

Portuguese Day features free
Portuguese Bean Soup and stone
oven baked sweet bread for all.
Other Portuguese food items such as
malasadas, pickled onions, sausage,
etc. are available for sale.

Sponsored by Hawaii Island Portuguese Chamber of Commerce.



Exciting Entertainment
from Fiji, Tahiti and

Samoa

Feel the beat of the drums and the
rhythm of the music.......













 

  
  

QUEENS’ MARKETPLACE 
 RETAIL EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
Dining, shopping and entertainment life-style complex in Waikoloa Beach Resort, Big Island of 
Hawaii.  Historic Hawaiian monarchy theme incorporated with the Cultural Gardens and 
Queens’ Garden. 
 
LOCATION: 
Twenty short minutes or 18 miles from the Kona International Airport, on the prestigious Kohala 
Coast.  Take the Waikoloa Beach Resort turn-off from Queen Kaahumanu Highway, travel 
along Waikoloa Beach Drive.  Queens’ MarketPlace is located on the Kona side of Waikoloa 
Beach Drive before the Waikoloa Beach Marriott.  Within the resort are the over 800 
condominiums and 1,785 hotel rooms. 
 
LAND AREA & PARKING: 
11.4 Acres, Fee Simple; approximately 600 parking stalls; includes twelve handicap spaces 
 
LEASABLE AREA: 

              10 Buildings 
    

Retail/Services 62,013 s.f. 
Museum & Music Studio 14,205 s.f. 
Gourmet Grocery & Wine 23,627 s.f. 
Restaurants  20,000 s.f.   
Office/Tour Operators            16,000 s.f.   
                           Total GLA 135,845 s.f. 

 
 
OWNER:  MANAGEMENT: 
Queens’ Market LLC    Waikoloa Development Company 
  (partnership between Waikoloa Development 
 Co. &  CoastWood Capital Group LLC)  
  
 
LEASING:  ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN: 
General Growth Properties Garduque Architects 
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